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ABSTRACT 
A theorem of Kuhkov characterizes the K [xl-modules which are direct sums of 
finite-dimensional (as a K-vector space) indecomposable modules, where K[r] is the 
polynomial ring over the field K. In this paper au analogous characterization is given 
for modules over the ring R, arising from pairs of linear transformations between a 
pair of complex vector spaces, (V, W). R is a certain subring of the ring of 3 X 3 
complex matrices. The equivalence between the category of right R-modules and the 
category of systems enables one to work entirely in the category of systems. (A pair of 
complex vector spaces is a system if and only if there is a @-bilinear map from C2 X V 
to W). R-modules that are direct sums of finite-dimensional indecomposable subsys- 
tems are called pure-projective. The above characterization of pure-projective R- 
modules is used to prove that au R-module M is projective if and only if Kxt(M, R) = 
0. Direct products of finite-dimensional indecomposable R-modules are also studied, 
and a theorem pinpoints those that are pure-projective. An example of an R-module 
M that is not pure-projective, but with the property that every finite subset of M is 
contained in a pure-projective direct summand of M, is given. A by-product of this 
example is a class of matrices that generalizes the Vandermonde matrices. 
INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the problem of the classification of the linear 
transformations of a vector space, over a field K, under similarity is eqniv- 
alent to that of classification of modules over the polynomial ring, K [x]. Less 
well known is the fact that the classification of pairs of linear transformations 
between a pair of complex vector spaces is equivalent to the classification 
under isomorphism of modules over the ring R consisting of complex 
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the complex numbers. In this case, however, it is more convenient to study 
the pairs of linear transformations directly. To that end, one introduces 
systems. A pair of complex vector spaces is a system if there is a C-bilinear 
transformation from C2 x V to W. The dimension of (V, W) is defined as the 
vector-space dimension of V plus the vector-space dimension of W. We are 
particularly interested in systems that are direct sums of finite-dimensional 
indecomposable subsystems. In [I, it is shown that a system is a direct sum 
of finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems if and only if it is pure- 
projective. For brevity we shall refer to systems that are direct sums of 
finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems as pure-projective. 
In the first section of this paper a characterization of pure-projective 
systems is given. This characterization is analogous to Kulikov’s characteriza- 
tion of torsion abelian groups that are direct sums of cyclic subgroups. The 
key concept required is that of bounded height, defined in [8]. There is an 
artificial-looking condition in our characterization. However, several exam- 
ples of independent interest are given to show that this condition is indis- 
pensable. Rather easily we also prove that an R-module M, R as above, is 
projective if and only if Ext(M,R) = 0. This theorem is proved in the 
category of systems. It is now known that such a theorem cannot be proved 
in the category of abelian groups without a restriction on the cardinality of 
M. 
The results of the first section are used in Sec. 2 to study direct products 
of finite-dimensional indecomposable systems. The main theorem in this 
section pinpoints those direct products that are pure-projective. Of particu- 
lar interest are systems of type II,,,III”+ described in detail later and dealt 
with again in Sec. 3. In [2] a class of systems-the torsion-free rank one 
systems-are classified in a manner analogous to the classification of rank 1 
torsion-free abelian groups. Systems of type IIIk are precisely the finite-di- 
mensional torsion-free systems of rank 1. Their description in [2] by height 
functions enables us to study systems of type II,,,III”+, Z any indexing set. 
The main theorem of the last section states that a system (V, W) of type 
II i ,,III”+ has the property that every finite subset of W is contained in W,,, 
where (V,, W,) is a finite-dimensional direct summand of (V, W). At certain 
points in the paper we lean on [S]. This is possible because the category of 
systems, or equivalently the category of R-modules, contains subcategories 
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equivalent to the category of @[Xl-modules. Consequently, we invoke only 
the results in [5] that generalize to @[Xl-modules. 
We should finally remark that all our results could be viewed as results 
on the representations of a certain species. Since we use no results from the 
work on general species, we have preferred to stick to the language of 
systems. The interested reader is referred to [lo] and the bibliography there. 
Preliminaries 
The purpose of this section is to fix the terminology and expose the 
results that will be constantly used in the paper. Since there is very little 
deviation from the usual terminology in the literature on systems, we shall be 
brief. Unless otherwise stated, a pair of vector spaces, (V, W) say, stands for 
a system. 
DEFINITION 0.1. (a) (V, W) is torsion-free if and only if for every 
O#e ECU the map from V to W defined by u+eu is injective. For every 
system (V, W), there exists a smallest subsystem, t( V, W), such that 
(V, W)/t( V, W) is torsion-free. t( V, W) is called the torsion part of (V, W). If 
t( V, W) = (V, W), then (V, W) is said to be torsion [l, p. 3241. 
Let (a,b) be a fixed basis of C2 and C=@U {cc}. 
(b) B EC is said to be an eigenvalue of (V, W) if b,v =0 for some 
O#v E V, where 
b-8a if @#cc, 
a if 6=co. 
A change of basis of C2 changes the eigenvalues of (V, W) by a Mobius 
transformation [l, p. 2821. 
(c) The &part of (V, W), denoted by (V, W),, is the smallest subsystem 
of (V, W) such that (V, W)/( V, W), does not have 8 as an eigenvalue. 
(d) (V, W) is divisible if for every 0 #e E C2, eV= W. A reduced system 
is one with no divisible subsystem. Denote by div( V, W) the maximal 
divisible subsystem of (V, W). It is a direct summand of (V, W) [l, p. 3131. 
Its direct complement, called the reduced part of (V, W), is unique up to 
isomorphism. 
THEOREM 0.2 [l, Proposition 9.191. Let (V, W) be a reduced torsion 
system. Then (V, W)=Z*Ec*(V, W),. 
DEFINITION 0.3. A system (V, W) is said to be nonsingular if for some 
e E C2 the map v+ev is an isomorphism of V onto W. (V, W) is ordinary if 
V= W and some e E C2 acts as the identity map on V. 
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Every nonsingular system is isomorphic to an ordinary system, and there 
is a one-one correspondence. between ordinary systems and C[X]-modules 
for fixed e (see [l, p. 2811). 
Since a torsion system that does not have every 8 E c as an eigenvalue is 
nonsingular, Theorem 0.2 reduces the study of torsion systems to the study of 
primary @[xl-modules [l, p. 3381. We shall freely apply concepts from the 
theory of C[x]-modules to nonsingular systems. The standard reference for 
the definitions of any such concepts is [5] or [6], with the usual modifica- 
tions. 
The isomorphism types of finite-d@rensional indecomposable systems are 
denoted by r”, IF, III”, where t9 E @ and m = 1,2,. . . . Systems of type Im 
are divisible, while those of type II; correspond to the @[xl-modules, 
@[x]/(x- e)mC[r]. Th e isomorphism type of the system corresponding to a 
Priifer @[xl-module is denoted by II?. Systems of type IIr contain subsys- 
tems of type IIY (same 19 in both cases) for all m = 1,2,. . . [l, Definition 8.11. 
All the above systems are described by chains in [l, pp. 265- 281. It is only 
in the case of systems of type III”’ that we use this description by chains 
extensively. 
DEFINITION 0.4. Torsion-free systems of rank 1. 
(a) Let X, Y be subsets of V, W respectively. Then there exists a smallest 
subsystem, (V’, W’) of (V, W) with X c V’, Y c W’ such that 
(V, W)/( v’, W’) is torsion-free. (V’, W’) is called the torsion closure of 
(X, Y) in (V, W) or the subsystem of (V, W) generated by (X,Y). It is 
denoted by tc(v,,)( X, Y). A subsystem (X, Y) of (V, W) is said to be tomiun- 
closed if (X, Y) = tc(v,w,(X, Y), i.e., (V, W)/(X, Y) is torsion-free. In that 
case, for (X,, Y,) C (X, Y) we have tc(x, rJXo, Ya) = t+, w,(Xa, Ya). 
(b) A torsion-free system (V, W) is said to be of rank t, t not necessarily 
finite, if (V, W) = tc(,,,,(0, {u+} iEr), card(l) = t but (V, W) # 
tcO,, w,(O, { wi} iE,) for J any proper subset of I. The subset {u+} iEI of W is 
called a basis of (V, W) with respect to generation. If (V, W) is torsion-free 
of rank 1, then (V, W) = tc(v, w,( 0,~) for all O#zuE W [2, Lemma 2.21. 
DEFINITION 0.5. Height functions; systems of type III”. 
(a) I-et (V, W) b e a system, and let w E W. Consider a basis (a, b) of C2. 
We define the height,_H (v, w)(w),, at 8 relative to (V, W) as follows: if the 
equation bsv = w, 0 E @, has no solution in (V, W), put HCK w)( w)s = 0. If it 
has a solution, consider the positive integers k for which there exists a chain 
((Vi, va, * * *, v/J, (w1,w2,...,wk+J) with bevl=w,=w, uvi=wi+l=bevi+l (i= 
2 ,a.., k-l), a%=~~+~. Take HCK W)(w)e to be the supremum of these k’s. 
F~EMAFK If (X, Y) is_torsion-closed in (V, W) and y E Y, then HCxzy)( y)@ 
= HcK w)( y),+, for all 8 EC. If th e system relative to which height is taken is 
understood, we simply write H( w)s for H(< W)(~)e. 
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If (V, W) is torsion-free and O#W E W, the chain above is unique and 
the { ui}:=i and { u+}~~~ are each linearly independent. This follows from 
Theorem 0.7 below. 
(b) A height function H is a function from c to (the non-negative 
integers) u {co}. Two height functions H and H’ are said to be equivalent if 
and only if: 
(i) The set A={6JE~:Hg#H~} is finite and H,#co#H,’ for ah BEA. 
(ii) If one of the functions does not assume the value cc, then 
Let Q=(t) be the complex rational functions. Then (@(5),@($)),,b is made 
into a system as follows: af = f, bf= tf, f E C(c). The isomorphism type of 
such a system is independent of the choice of basis of C2 and is denoted by 
3 [l, p. 3281. We can now state: 
THEOREM 0.6 [l, Theorem 9.101. A divisible system is a direct sum of 
subsystems of type I”, II? or CR. The number of copies of each type in such 
a direct sum decomposition is unique. 
The next result characterizes rank-l torsion-free systems in terms of 
height functions. 
THEOREM 0.7 [2, Theorem 3.41. (a) There is a one-one correspondence 
between equivalence classes of height functions and isomorphism types of 
rank-l torsion-free systems. Given a height function H, it corresponds to a 
system (S, T):, contained in (C(t), @(Q)a,b with 
S =[{(.$-t?)-k:O<k<HO+l,f=@}] 
+ [ {(&O<k<H,}], 
where [ ] denotes the vector subspace spanned by the set inside the square 
brackets, (E-8)-k denotes tk when tI= m (k is an integer), and (S, T)Eb is 
torsion-free and of rank 1. 
(b) If (V, W) is of rank 1, th en the height functions corresponding to the 
heights of twnzero elements at 0 E c are all equivalent. 
The equivalence of height functions is independent of the choice of basis 
of C2. The isomorphism type of a finite-dimensional torsion-free rank-l 
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system (V, W) wiIl be denoted by III”, where m= xcB E@V~W)(~)B + 1, for 
O#w E W. Note that m = dim W= dim V+ 1. Such a system may be assumed 
to be spanned by a chain ((xi, xp, . . . , xm- J, ( yl, yz, . . . , y,)) with ax, = yl, 
uxi+l=Yi+l =bx, (i=1,2 ,..., m-2), bx,_,=y,-i.e., H(V*W)(yl),=m-l. 
Note that ZZcK w)(w) a<m-lforaIIO#wEWif(V,W)isoftypeIII”.The 
above facts about systems of type III” wiU be used constantly, sometimes 
implicitly. 
DEFINITION 0.8. (a) A subsystem (S, T) of (X, Y) is said to be pure in 
(X, Y) provided that for every intermediate subsystem ( U, 2) with (S, T) c 
(U, 2) c (X, Y) such that (U, Z)/( S, T) is finite-dimensional, (S, T) is a direct 
summand of (U, 2). 
(b) (S, T) is said to be pure-injectiue if it is a direct summand in every 
system that contains it as a pure subsystem. 
Divisible systems are pure-injective as are finite-dimensional systems [l]. 
(c) A system (V, W) is said to be pure-projective if it has the projective 
property relative to pure-exact sequences. 
A system is pure-projective if and only if it is a direct sum of finite- 
dimensional indecomposable subsystems, and a direct summand of a pure- 
projective system is pure-projective [7J. 
DEFINITION 0.9. A torsion-free system (V, W) is said to be of bounded 
height if and only if there exists a positive integer M such that (V, W) has no 
subsystem of type III” with m > M. In this case, we say that (V, W) is of 
bounded height not exceeding M - 1. 
THEOREM 0.10 [8]. (a) A torsion-free system of bounded height not 
exceeding M - 1 is a direct sum of subsystems of type IIIk, k GM. Hence 
such a system is pure-projective. Zf (V, W) i.s of tw II, l IIII”‘+, m, = m, for 
all i E I, then it is of type @iErIII~, mj = m, for all j E J, and Card(J) = 
ZCUd(‘) if Z is an infinite set. 
(b) A torsion-free system of bounded height is pure-injective. 
This theorem generalizes the foIlowing: A finite-dimensional torsion-free 
system is a direct sum of subsystems of type IIIm for various positive integers 
m. In general a finite-dimensio_nal system (V, W) is a direct sum of subsys- 
tems of type r”, 117, III”, 19 EC, for various positive integers m. The number 
of copies of each indecomposable type in such a decomposition is unique [l, 
Theorem 4.3 and p. 3091. The last statement holds for any pure-projective 
system (see Sec. 2). 
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1. PURE-PROJECTIVE SYSTEMS 
The main result in this section is the following: 
THEOREM 1.1. A system (V, W) is a direct sum of finite-dimensional 
indecomposable subsystems if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) div( V, W) is torsion and has no direct summand of type II?. 
Let (V, W), denote the e-part of the reduced part of (V, W). 
(ii) For each 0 EC, (V, W), is an ascending union of subsystems 
(Vi, Wr) c( V’s, W,) c . . . , U zl(y, Wi)=(V, W),, std that for each i, 
H(V*W)@(~)O is less than a finite bound ki fw all O#wE Wi. 
(iii) The torsion-free system (V, W)/ t( V, W) is an ascending union Of 
subsystems (X,,Y,)C(X,,Y,)C... with (Xi,Yi) pure in (&+l,Yi+l) and 
(Xi, Yi) of bounded height. 
Proof. Suppose (V, W) is a direct sum of finite-dimensional indecompos- 
able subsystems, i.e., subsystems of type I”, II;, III”. By Theorem 0.6, 
div( V, W) is a direct sum of subsystems of type I” and does not contain a 
direct summand of type II?. Since a system of type I” is torsion, div( V, W) 
is torsion. Since the reduced torsion part of (V, W) is a direct sum of 
subsystems of type II?, condition (ii) follows from [5, Theorem 17.11 and the 
remark after Definition 0.3. t( V, W) consists of the direct sum of components 
of type I”, 117 and is a direct summand of (V, W). So (V, W)/ t( V, W) is a 
direct sum of subsystems of type III” for various positive integers m. Let 
(Xi, Yi) be the sum of the direct summands of type IIIi, 1 < i Gi. Then (Xi, Yi) 
is of bounded height not exceeding i - 1 (see 1.4). It is also a direct summand 
Of (‘i+l> Yi+J, and hence is pure in it [I, Proposition 5.3~1. Furthermore 
(V, W)/ t( V, W) = IJ ,p”= i(Xi, Yi). Therefore Condition (iii) is fulfilled. 
Conversely, assume that (V, W) satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). We 
first prove that (X, Y) = (V, W)/t( V, W) is pure-projective. By Theorem 
0.10, (4, Yj) is pure-projective and is a direct summand of (Xi + i, Yi + r) for all 
i=l,2 )... . Let (X,,Y,,)=(O,O). Then wehave (Xi,Yi)=(Xi_,,Yi_,)i(X’,Y’), 
where (Xi, Yi) is an appropriate subsystem of (Xi, Yi). We claim that (X, Y) = 
Z .,“=i(Xn, Y”). To establish the claim, it is enough to show that the left-hand 
side is contained in the right-hand side and that the sum is direct. It is 
enough to do the latter and show that (X,,, Y,) cZz_i(Xn, Y”) for all 
n=l,2,3... . If n = 1 this is obvious, because (Xi, Y,) = (X ‘, Y ‘). Assume that 
for all k<n-1, (X,,Y,)cZ~=i(X”,Y”). Now (X,,Y,)=(Y,_,,Y,_,)i 
(X”, Y”); hence it is contained in ZT=i(X”, Y”). So (X, Y) = Cc=i(Xn, Y”). 
To see that the sum is direct, we observe that from (Xi, Yi) = (Xi _ i, Yi_ i) i 
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(X’,Y’) we get that (X,,Y,)=(X,,Y,)/(X2,Y2)/~~~ i(X”,Y”) for any 
positive integer 12. Each (X”, Y”) is a subsystem of bounded height and so is 
also of bounded height. Another application of Theorem 0.10 gives that each 
(X”, Y”) is pure-projective and hence (X, Y) is pure-projective. By [l, Pro- 
position 9.121, t( V, W) is pure in (V, W). Therefore 
(V,W) = t(v,w)/(v,w)/t(v,w). 
By Definition 0.1 (d), t( V, W) =divt( V, W) i (V,, W,), where (V,, W,,) is a 
reduced subsystem of t( V, W). By condition (i) and Theorem 0.6, div t( V, W) 
is a direct sum of subsystems of type r”. (V,, W,) is a direct sum of 
subsystems of type II; by Theorem 0.2 and [S, Theorem 17.11. The upshot is 
that (V, W) is a direct sum of finite-dimensional indecomposable subsystems, 
proving the theorem. n 
While the requirement of purity in condition (iii) seems artificial, we 
shall give examples to show that it is indispensable. The first example also 
shows that subsystems of even nonsingular rank-l torsion-free systems can be 
quite complicated. 
EMMPLE 1.2. Let H be the height function defined by H, = 0 for 8 E @ 
and H,= co. The domain space and range space of (S, T):, are both the 
space of polynomials @[<I. Let 
x =[ {1-(rl+l)[“:n=l,2,...}], 
Y =[l+@sx], 
where 
C2X = [ {ex:xEX,eEC2}]. 
We shall first prove that (X, Y) is a rank-2 subsystem of (S, T&, and that it 
has no proper pure subsystem. Observe that X\(O) has no constant terms, 
and any f = Z~=,,U~~~ in X has the property that 
n 
c ai - = 0. 
i-0 i+1 
Suppose b,*f=a.l, f EX\{O},aE@. Then from (l), f is not a constant and 
so B#ce. Hence f=a/(E-8)EX. This is possible only if a=O. Therefore 
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the subsystem (0, @. 1) c (X, Y) is torsion-closed in (X, Y). Since (X, Y) # 
tee,, .)(0,1) = (0, @ * l), th e rank of (X, Y) is greater than or equal to 2, by 
Definition 0.4 (b). To show that rank (X, Y) =2, it is enough to show that 
(X, Y) = tc(,, yj(O, 1, 1 - 2.9 = (X0, Y,), say a(1 - 2[) = 1 - 2[ E Y,. Since 
(X0, Y,) is torsion-closed in (X, Y), we conclude that 1-2tEX,. We assume 
that 1-(k+1)~k~X~for1\<k~n-1.Thenb(l-(k+1)~k)=~-(k+1)~k~’ 
E Y,. Since { l,[} 
l-(k+2)5k+i 
is contained in the vector space Y,, we deduce that 
EY,. Thus, as in the case k=l, 1-(/~+2){~+iEX,,. By 
induction we infer that X c X,,. Hence X = X0, @‘X = @“X0 c Y,, and 1 E Ya. 
Therefore (X0, Y,) = (X, Y), as required. Let us prove that (X, Y) is purely 
simple. Any proper pure subsystem, (X,,Y’,), of (X,Y) is of rank 1 by [2, 
Theorem 2.41 and the fact that rank(X, Y) =2. If (Xi, Y,) is of finite dimen- 
sion, then by Definition 0.8 it is a direct summand of (X, Y). Its direct 
complement must be of rank 1 and infinite-dimensional. Since it is a 
subsystem of (@[El, @[Zl),,b, its height function must be 0 for almost all 13 E 6 
and finite at all 8 E @. Therefore this height function must assume the value 
cc at co-all by Theorem 0.7. Therefore there is a non-zero element y in Y 
with H@v ‘)( y), = co. The proof that (X, Y) is purely simple is completed by 
showing that if O#p = E~=auiEi E Y, then 
zwY)( p)m 2 m + 1. 
Suppose HCXv ‘)( p) m >m+l; then t”pEX, n=0,1,2 ,..., m. Using (1) we get 
1 
a,+--a +*.*+-a = 
:.I m+l m 0, 
1 
~~O++,+... +--&,=o, 
1 1 
-a,+- 
1 
m+l m+2 
a,+*** + -a =o 
2m+l m * 
However, the coefficient matrix of the above set of linear homogeneous 
equations is a Hilbert segment matrix and hence is nonsingular. So a,-,= a, 
= . . . = a, = 0, contradicting p#O. Therefore HCxsy)( p), <m+ 1. So (X, Y) 
is a purely simple rank-2 system and so cannot be a direct sum of subsystems 
of type III”. Now let (X,Yi)=([{l-2&l-3E2 ,..., l-(i+l)t’)], C2[{1- 
25,. . . , l-(i+l)[‘}])+(O,@*l). Then (Xi,Yi)~(Xi+i,Yi+J; i=1,2,... . Any 
nonzero element yi E Yi has Z#‘,‘)( y,), <i + 1. So (Xi, Yi) is iif bounded 
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height not exceeding i. But (X, Y) = U ,p”= 1(Xi, Yi), t(x, Y) = ((to), because 
(X, Y) is torsion-free. So (X,Y) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1.1 
except “purity” in conditon (iii). Hence that condition is essential. 
REMAFUL The author was led to the above example after Professor 
Leslie Roberts showed him an example of a vector subspace of @[[I of finite 
codimension that did not contain an ideal of @[<I. Roberts’s example is the 
kernel of the map QTJ : @[~]-A2 given by 
The last example still leaves open the possibility that “purity” in condi- 
tion (iii) can be replaced by the weaker requirement of torsion closure, since 
(xi, Yi) in Example 1.2 is not torsion-closed in (Xi+ i, Yi + i). Example 1.3 
disposes of that possibility. It also shows that a torsion-free system of 
countable rank may not be pure-projective even though every subsystem of 
finite rank is pure-projective. The situation is different for nonsingular 
torsion-free systems in a subcategory of nonsingular systems [5, Theorem 
19.11. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let @,III” stand for the isomorphism type of the system 
(Xi, Y,) i * * . i (&, Y,), where each (Xi, Yi) is of type III” (the same integer 
n for i-1,2 ,..., m). 
LEMMA 1.3.1. Evey system of type @sIII”, n > 2, has a torsion-closed 
subsystem of type III”-‘. 
Proof, Let (X, Y) = (Xi, Y,) i (X,, Y,), where (Xi, Yi) is of type III” and is 
spanned by the chain 
for i = 1,2. Let (X0, Y,) be the subsystem of (X, Y) spanned by 
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(X0, Y,) is of type III”- I, and (X, Y)/(X,, Y,) is isomorphic to a system of 
type III”+‘. Therefore (X0, Y,) is torsion-closed in (X, Y) and of type III”-‘, 
as required. n 
Lemma 1.3.1 could also be deduced from the fact that Ext(III”+‘,III”-‘) 
#O [l, Proposition 6.9; or 31. For each positive integer n > 1 let (V,, W,,) be 
of type @a.-JII”+‘, i.e., (V,, W,) = (Vi, W’) i * . . 4 ( V2”-‘, W2”-I), where 
each (V’, Wi) is of type III”+‘. Now, (V”, W”) i (V’+‘, W’+i), for s odd and 
1 <s <2”-‘, contains a torsion-closed subsystem of type III” by Lemma 
1.3.1. From this we conclude that (V,,, 1, W,,, 1) contains a torsion-closed 
subsystem of type @,,-1111”. Let (Cpnn+‘, $z”) be the injective system 
homomorphism that maps (V,, W,,) onto the above torsion-closed subsystem 
of (V,,+i, W,+i). For k < I, let (cp:, 4:) = (ql’-l, lc/r’-l)o(~I[la!, #,‘--,‘) 
0. a. ~(q+_!“,@+~). Then (cp,‘,&) is a system map from (V,, W,) to (V,, W,). 
For all n, let (cp,“, 4:) be the identity map on (V,, W,). These maps enable us 
to define (V, W) as (V’, Wn), the direct limit of the (V,, WJ’s. We can, 
therefore, look on (V, W) as being equal to U ,“= 1( V,, W,) with (V,, W,) of 
type @a”-JII”+‘. Here (V,, W,,) is a torsion-closed subsystem of 
(vn+19 W,, l). For the rest of Sec. 1.3, (V, W) shall be the system described 
above. 
LEMMA 1.3.2. (V, W) has no direct summand of type IIIm. 
Proof. Any finite-dimensional subsystem of (V, W) is contained in 
(V,, W,) for n sufficiently large. So if (X, Y) is a subsystem of (V, W) of type 
III”, it is contained in (V,, W,) for some integer s $ m. (V,, W,) is of type 
@a>- III”. By the remark following Theorem 0.10, (X, Y) cannot be a direct 
summand of (V,, W,) and so cannot be a direct summand of (V, W). n 
However, we have 
LEMMA 1.3.3. Evey subsystem of (V, W) of finite rank is a direct sum 
of a finite number of subsystems of type III” for various positive integers m. 
Proof. Let (X, Y) be a subsystem of (V, W) of finite rank. Then (X, Y) L 
tc(v,w)(@> { Yl?Yz>***? y,}) for some yi, i=l,..., t, in Y. For s sufficiently 
large, { yl, y2,. . . , yt} c W,, the range space of (V,, W,). However, (V,, W,) is 
torsion-closed in (V, W): for if bsv E W,, v E V, then v E V,,, for some integer 
m, since V= U ,p”_,Vj. Let m, be the least positive integer for which v E V,,,. 
If m, <s, we are done. Suppose m, >s; then ma- 1 >s and b,v E Wm,_l. 
Since ( Vm,_ lr Wm,_ 1) is torsion-closed in ( Vm,, W,,,J, we conclude that v E 
V m,-1, contradicting the choice of mO. Hence (V,, W,) is torsion-closed in 
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(Va W)* So tc(“,w)(07 { Yl, Y23. * * >!4f>) =tc(vJvp~ { Yl, Y2, * * * 9 Yt) CK w,)* 
Therefore (X, Y) is a subsystem of a finite-dimensional system. Hence the 
lemma, bearing in mind Theorem 0.10 and the fact that (V, W) is torsion- 
free. n 
Finally we note that (V, W) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 1.1 
except that “torsion-closed” has replaced “pure” in condition (iii). But 
(V, W) is not a direct sum of subsystems of type III”, by Lemma 1.3.2. 
Any system is contained in an injective system, and the latter is a direct 
sum of subsystems of type I i, 12, and hence is pure-projective. Therefore a 
subsystem of a pure-projective system need not be pure-projective. However, 
a nonsingular subsystem of a reduced pure-projective system is again pure 
projective. In order to handle subsystems of torsion-free pure-projective 
systems we need a preliminary result. Recall from [l, p. 3021 the notation C 
IIP( a, b; v, W). 
LEMMA 1.4. Let (V, W)=&,,( vi, Wi) or eiEr(y, W,), where for each 
i E I, ( V,, Wi) is a system of type III”+ spanned by ((q, . . . , xi,- _ 1), 
y )). Then a subsystem of type III”‘, (X, Y), is a direct summund of 
$‘t;‘~‘f?d Zy ‘f th 9 ia m a ere exists y= { yi}iEr in Y such that for some i, in I, 
miO= m, yii,= yiOl and HcK w)( y), = m - 1. Moreover, a direct complement of 
(XY) h ni,I\(i,,j(&,wi) 0~ @iEI\(i,,J(Y>Wi)> m the case my be. 
Proof. The proof that if (X, Y) is of the form given in the lemma, then it 
is a direct summand of (V, W) with the given direct complement, is similar 
to the proof of [7, Lemma 4.31. For +e converse, we first remark that if 
w={w~}~~~ is in W, then for any f!ZE@, 
~(v.w)({~~}~~r)~ = inf{H(~*~)(wi)B:iEZ}. 
Suppose (X, Y) is a direct summand of type III”‘; then there exists y in Y, 
Y={Y*],,r with Hcq w)( y), = m - 1. Therefore, y is in the range space of 
the subsystem Iljslcr (vi, Wi) of (V, W) with mi>m for all iE.Z. We now 
show that m,. = m for some ia in .Z with yio#O. Suppose m 2 mi for all i in I 
with yi#O. Let the chain I=((v, ,..., q-r); (wi ,..., w,)) span (X,Y). The 
projection ?T~ : V+ q is defined by $( vJh EJ) = 4; pi : W+ W is defined 
similarly; (4,~~) : (V, W)-+(L$, Wj) is a system epimorphism; and (~~,pJl?= Ii 
is, a chain in CIII”(a, b; I$, WJ. Since (Vi, WI) is indecomposable, Ii E 
qIII”‘(a, b; VI, Wr) by [l, Theorem 6.61 for all i EJ. This implies that I E 
CIII”(a,b&,(~, Wj,, contradicting the fact that (X, Y) is a direct 
summand of (V, W), and hence of IIi,,(Vj, Wi) > tc(,,,)(0, y) = 
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tcn,,,Cv,,w,j(@, y) = (X, Y). (The penultimate equality follows from Definition 
0.4, as does the last.) So for some i, in J, miO= m. Therefore ydli,= a*yiO ,, 
O#a E C, because only nonzero scalar multiples of yiO, have height mi, - 1= 
m - 1 in (V& W,,). By multiplying the y we started with by l/o, we get the 
required element in the conclusion of the lemma. As in [7,Lemma 4.31, a 
direct complement of (X, Y) is lliE1,Ci,l( Vj, Wi). The proof for BiEI( vi, Wi) 
is obtained by replacing ‘TI” with “ @ ” in the above proof. n 
We can now give an example of a subsystem of a torsion-free pure-pro- 
jective system that is not pure-projective. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let (V, W) = @pT,( V,, WJ, where (V,, W,) is a system 
of type IIIk spanned by the chain ((Q, xZk, . . . , xk_ l,k), ( ylkr yzk, . . . , ya)) for 
k)2, and (V,, W,)=(O;@+yll), yll#O. Let (X,, Y,)=(O;@.(ylz-yzz)), and 
for n > 2, let (X,,, Y,) be the subsystem of (V, W) spanned by the following 
direct sum of chains: 
Pa Yl2 - Yzz) 4 (h2 -%3M Y12-Y1sY22-Y23)) 
+ ((2.13 - x14, x23 -x,);(Y,,-y,,,Y,-Y,,Y,-Y,)) 
4.. * + ((Xln-Xln+l,XZn-XZn+l,..‘,X,-l,n-X”-l,n+l)~ 
(Yin-Y l”+1~Y2”-Y2,n+l~~*~~Ynn-Y~n,n+l )) 
’ ((X2,n+l,X3,n+lr...,~“,“+l),( y2,n+1,y3,n+1,...,yn+l,n+l)). 
(X,,, Y,,) is of type III’@II12@~ * * @III”-‘~111”~111”, and (X,, Y,)c 
(Xn+n Y,,,) for n=l,2 ,... . Now let 
(X, Y) = 6 (&9 %> c (V, w. 
n=l 
We claim that (X, Y) is not a direct sum of subsystems of type III”. Indeed, 
if (X,Y)=E.r_,(Xk,Yk) where (Xk,Yk) is of type III*, then for n large 
enough (X k, Y k, is contained in (&,, Y,) with n $ m,. Therefore, (X k, Y k, is a 
direct summand of (X,, Y,). From Lemma 1.4 we deduce that it is spanned 
by a sum of chains of type 111% in (x,, Y,,) with the chain 
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as one of the summands. Therefore it is impossible to get xsa, for instance, in 
CT_iXk. But r23 is in X. Hence (X,Y)#ZCz,*(Xk,Yk). Therefore (X,Y) 
cannot be pure-projective. Since a system of type @~=iIIIk is contained in 
one of type G3 Fz ,II$ (0 fixed), th e a b ove example also shows that a singular 
subsystem of a reduced torsion pure-projective system is not necessarily 
pure-projective. The upshot is that subsystems of pure-projective systems 
are, in general, not pure-projective. This is in contrast to the situation for a 
single linear transformation 16, Theorem 13’1. As compensation, we have 
REMARK 1.6. A system, (V, W) is projective if and only if 
Ext(( V, W), (X, Y)) =0 for (X, Y) a system of type III’~II12. 
Assume that Ext(( V, W), 1111$1112) =O. Then Ext(( V, W), 1111) =O. If 
(V, W) is a direct sum of copies of III’, then it is projective. So we may 
assume that there is a short exact sequence 
O+A+B+(V,W)+O, 
with A a direct sum of copies of III’, and B a direct sum of copies of III’. 
Applying Hom( - , III’), we get 
0 + Hom( ( V, W), III’) + Hom(B, III’) + Hom(A, III’) 
+ Ext( (V, W), III’) + Ext( B, III’). 
Now, Hom( B, III’) =O, since Hom(III”, III’) = 0, and Ext( B, III’) =O, since B 
is projective. Thus Ext(( V, W), III’) =0 implies that Hom(A, III’) = 0, and 
therefore A=O. Thus (V, W) is isomorphic to B, and therefore projective. 
REMARK. Our original proof of Remark 1.6 needed Theorem 1.1. We 
thank the referee for providing the above easier proof. 
REMARK 1.7. In the correspondence between systems and modules over 
the ring R mentioned in the introduction, a system of type III’@II12 
corresponds to a module isomorphic to R. Hence we have proved that an 
R-module M is projective if and only if Ext(M,R) = 0. 
2. DIRECT PRODUCTS OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL 
INDECOMPOSABLE SYSTEMS 
The aim in this section is to determine when the systems mentioned in 
the heading are pure-projective. First some preliminary remarks and results. 
In [l, p. 3091 it is shown that the maximal pure-projective subsystems of 
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(V, W) that are also pure in it are isomorphic in the sense that if (V,, W,) = 
2 .J $ v;, w;, . IS a maximal pure-projective subsystem of (V, W) that is pure 
in (V, W), where (VJ, W$ is an indecomposable finite-dimensional system of 
type T, then the cardinality of the set of direct summands of type T is the 
same for all maximal pure-projective subsystems of (V, W) that are pure in it 
(see Theorem 0.6 and the remark after Theorem 0.10 for similar uniqueness 
results). Also every pure-projective subsystem of (V, W) that is pure in it can 
be extended to a maximal one. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K be a subset of the positive integers and (V, W) = 
II,,,(V,, W,), where each (V,, W,) is of type III”+, and fbr k,#k, we have 
m,,#mk2 for all k,, k, in K. Then (V,, W,,)= BkeK(Vk, W,) i.s a maximal 
pure-projective subsystem of (V, W) that is pure in it. In particular, (V, W) 
has no direct summund of type III”G9111m. 
proof. ( V,, W,) is an ascending union of direct summands of ( V, W), 
and hence is a pure subsystem of (V, W) by [l, Proposition 5.2fl. Suppose 
(V,, W,) is not maximal. Then there is a subsystem (V’, W’) of (V, W), of 
type III”, such that (V,,, W,) i (V’, W’) is pure in (V, W). Let m,,,m,*, . . . ,rnk 
be the integers in the set {m,:kEK} such that rnkz <m+l, i=l,...,r. Since 
the mk’s are by hypothesis distinct, r is finite. The subsystem 
( v2, w2) = (h,, Wk,) i (Vk,, Wk,) + . . * + (Vk,, Wk,) + (V’, W’) 
of (V, W) is a finite-dimensional direct summand of (V,, We) i (V’, W’), and 
hence is pure in (V, W) by the transitivity of purity [l]. It is, therefore, a 
direct summand of (V, W) by Definition 0.8(b), say 
Then 
(v, W) = ( v2, w2) i ( v3, W3). 
kEK 
= Ext(III”+2, III%l) i Ext(III”+2,111~~) 
+ . . . -i- Ext(III”+2,111”*~), 
by [3]. Therefore 
n III”* 
kEK 
= i (m+l-m,,). 
i=l 
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But 
Ext(III”+‘, (V, W)) 
zz Ext(III”+2, ( V2, W”)) i Ext(IIIm+2, ( V3, W”)). 
ThUS 
dimExt(III”+2,(V,W)) > i$r(m+I-mkt)+l, 
again by [3]. Th is is a contradiction. Therefore (V,, W,,) is maximal, as 
required. The last sentence in the lemma therefore follows from the remark 
preceding the statement of the lemma. w 
Lemma 2.1 also holds for (V,, W,) of type 1% for all k E K. To prove that, 
we recall that a system of type I” is spanned by a chain given in diagram- 
matic form as follows: 
y 
1 
= jffiy3::: ;Ayn+l = o 
2 ” 
where {xi}?=i, { yi}rz2 are respectively bases of the domain and range 
spaces of the system. If y = X~=2~yiyi and ax = y with x = Z?= i &,, we may 
replace x by X- &xi and a(x- j?ix,)= y. A similar remark applies to b and 
x,. Since a system of type I” is divisible, if we insist on such replacement all 
the time, we get 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (X, Y) be a system of type I” and y any element of Y. 
Then there is a chain ({vi}izT’,, { wi}iz??,) with y= w, fm some integer k, 
and au, = wi = bv,_ 1. Moreover, all but finitely many vi’s and w,‘s are zero, 
i.e., the chain is of type C Pz((a, b; X, Y) in the notation of [l]. 
Suppose that K in Lemma 2.1 has been ordered in such a way that 
K={k,,k,,...} with 
m,,<mkp<--- <m <--. . 
# # #Q 
(2) 
Let (v,w)=II~“,,(V4,wk) h w ere ( V4, W,_) is spanned by a chain of type 
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I~~:((xil,xi, ,..., x~,,J;(~~~,‘J~~ ,..., y,,,,,)). If xEVand ux=O(bx=O), then 
the components of x are either xi1 or 0 (xi,_ or 0). From this and (2) we get 
that if y E W has infinitely many nonzero components, then it cannot be part 
of a chain of the form C pz (a, b; V, W). Therefore by Lemma 2.2, y cannot 
be in the range space of a system of type I”. Summarizing, we get 
LEMMA 2.3.. The conclusion of Lemma 2.1 holds for (V,, W,) of type 
I”‘k for all kEK. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (V, W) be a system of any of the types TIkEKImk, 
II kEKII;;L (@fixed), n keKIII%, where K is any indexing set. Then (V, W) i.s 
pure-projective if and only if the set of positive integers {mk : k E K } is 
bounded. 
Proof. We consider each of the cases separately. 
I: Since (V, W) is divisible, it is a direct sum of subsystems of I”, 
II,” or 9%. Suppose the mk’s are bounded; let m = max{ m, : k E K }. Then 
Ext(I”, flkExI%) -n kEKExt(Im,Im~)=O by [3] or [l]. If (V, W) had a direct 
summand of type II? or 3, then Ext(I”, (V, W)) would be infinite-dimen- 
sional, by [3, Propositions 1.4 and 2.11, a contradiction. Hence (V, W) is a 
direct sum of subsystems of type I” for various integers n. On the other hand 
if the set {m,:kEK} 1s unbounded, we can select a sequence of m,‘s in the 
set such that m,, s rn,* < * . . . Let (X, Y) be a direct summand of (V, W) of 
type n~=lI”% By Lemmfa 2.3, (X, Y) cannot be pure-projective. Hence by 
Definition 0.8(c), (V, W) is not pure-projective. 
II: Since a system of type II kEKIIp, 8 fixed, corresponds to the @[cl- 
module JJ kEKwl/(E- Q~@[El> the 1 emma in this case follows from [5] or 
PI- 
III: If the set {m, : k E K } is bounded, then (V, W) is of bounded height 
not exceeding m - 1, with m as in the proof for I. So (V, W) is pure-projec- 
tive by Theorem 0.10. If the m,‘s are not bounded, then as in I we conclude 
that (V, W) is not pure-projective, with Lemma 2.1 playing the role played 
for I by Lemma 2.3. n 
Recall that even though the eigenvalues of a system depend on the 
choice of a basis of @‘, the number of eigenvalues does not. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (V, W) b e a direct product of finite-dimensional 
indecomposable systems. Then ( V, W) is pure-projective if and only if 
(1) (V, W) bus only finitely many eigenvalues, 
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(2) for each direct summund of (V, W) of type lIk,,I%, Ilk,xII~ (0 
fired), II,,,III’+, the set {m,: k E K } is a bounded subset of the positive 
integers, where K is an arbitrary indexing set. 
Proof. Suppose conditions 
type 
II IIZl$. . * 03 
k,EK, 
(1) and (2) are satisfied. Then (V, W) is of 
where 19 i, B a,. . . ,0,, are the eigenvalues of (V, W). By Proposition 2.4 each of 
the above direct summands of (V, W) is pure-projective. Therefore, (V, W) is 
pure-projective. Suppose condition (1) fails; then (V, W) has a direct 
summand of type Iii E wI II?, N the natural numbers, ei distinct. Such a system 
is nonsingular by the remark after Definition 0.3. Hence the fact that it is not 
pure projective follows from [l,Vol. II, p. 1861. By Definition 0.8(c), (V, W) 
is not pure-projective. If condition (2) fails, we proceed as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.4. This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
We conclude this section by determining the systems that are both 
pure-projective and pure injective. A “boundedness condition” will appear 
again. Recall from [B]: 
DEFINITION 2.6. A system (V, W) is said to be bounded if t( V, W) has 
only finitely many eigenvalues and there exists a positive integer m such that 
(V, W) has no subsystem of any type II; with n >m. Moreover, 
(VT W)/qC W) is of bounded height. By [B, Theorem 3.31 bounded systems 
are pure injective. 
The next proposition was stated in [7] for systems of type @i,,III~. 
“Nonzero” was erroneously omitted there. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Every nonzero subsystem of a system of type 
II,,,IIIT or @iE,IIIT, I an indexing set, has a direct summund of type III” 
for some positive integer m. 
Proof. We shall give the proof for the direct product. By replacing II 
with @ throughout, one gets the proof for the direct sum. Let (X, Y) be a 
nonzero subsystem of (V, W)=IIiEI(Vi, W,), (Vi, Wi) of type III”+. Let O#y 
EY, Y={Yi)iEIT Yi E Wi. For some i, in I, yi,#O. If (X, Y) has no direct 
summand of type III’” for any m, then (0, @ y) is contained in a finite-dimen- 
sional subsystem (X0, Y,) of (X,Y), and (X,,Y,) is of type @i,,III~, 
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nq1m,oforallj~],by[4,Theorem2].Usingthefactthatifw={~~},.,E 
W, then Hc~W)(w),=inf{H(~,~)(zoi),:iEZ}, we get that (X,,Y,)C 
fli.,,r(vi,Wi)C(V,W), h w ere m, $ rniO for all i E L. Therefore for i G L, 
(r,,p,) : (V, W)+( I.$ Wi) restricted to (X0, Y,) is the zero map. [See the proof 
of Lemma 1.4 for the definition,of (ri,pi).] However, this is a contradiction 
because (7Ti,, Pj,) : (V, W)+( V& Wj,) gi ‘ves p,,( y) = Y,~#O and y E Y,. There- 
fore, (X, Y) must have a direct summand of type III” for some positive 
integer m. H 
PROPOSITION 2.8 Let (V, W) =II,,,( V,, WJ, where (V,, Wk. is of IIIq 
or II?, 8 fixed fm all k E K. Zf K is an infinite set and the mk’s are distinct, 
then the subsystem (V’, W”) = @ kEK( V,, W,) is pure in (V, W) but is not a 
direct summund. So (V’, W”) is not pure injective. 
Proof. A usual, see [5] for the 112 case. That (V’, W”) is pure in (V, W) 
has been proved in Lemma 2.1. If (V’, W”) is a direct summand of (V, W), 
then (V, W) =( V”, W”)/ (V’, W’) for some nonzero subsystem (V’, W’) of 
(V, W). By Proposition 2.7, (V’, W’) has a direct summand of type III’” for 
some m. Either m is one of the m,‘s, or it is different from them all. In either 
case, Lemma 2.1 is contradicted. n 
Now for the final theorem of the section. Compare it with [8, Theorem 
3.51. 
THEOREM 2.9. A system, (V, W) is both pure-projective and pure-injec- 
tive if and only if it is a direct sum of a bounded system and a pure-prq’ec- 
tive divisible system. 
Proof. A finite direct sum of pure-projective and pure-injective systems 
is pure-projective and pure-injective. So one direction of the theorem follows 
from Definitions 0.8(b) and 2.6. Convemely suppose (V, W) is pure-projec- 
tive and pure-injective. div( V, W) is a direct summand of (V, W) and hence 
is pure-projective. If the reduced part of (V, W) is not bounded, then (V, W) 
has a direct summand of one of the following types: 
(i) @ k,,III~, m,, g rnk2 < . * . , K an infinite set. 
(ii) @ k&I;4, 8 fixed, mk gd K as in (i). 
(iii) @iENII& N the natural numbers, 0, distinct. 
A direct summand of a pure-injective system is pure-injective. So (i), (ii) and 
(iii) would be pure injective, a contradiction to Proposition 2.8 and [5, Vol. 
II, p. 1861. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.9. n 
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3. SYSTEMS OF TYPE II,,,III”’ 
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This section is devoted to a proof of the following theorem: 
Let (V, W) be a system of type Bi&119, Z any indexing set. Then any finite 
subset of W is contained in the range space of a finite-dimensional direct 
summund of ( V, W). 
There is no similar theorem for systems of type IT, EIIq or &.,IZT, 6 
fixed, if the set {m, : i E Z } is unbounded. This is readily deduced from 
Lemma 2.3 and [S]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (X, Y) be a system of type IIIk spanned by a chain 
((x,, x2, * * * ? x~_~);(Y~,Y~,...,Y~)~. If A,&,...,P, are complex numbers such 
that I$,,&y, is of height m at BE@\(O), then m<l and &,&,...,& 
satisfy a linear system of homogeneous eqwttions whose coeffkient mat&x 
has rows 
f&=(1 e o2 
fi2 = f 0 1 20 
dW3, . 
q = - 
&i-’ ’ 1 = ,...,m. 2 
. . . @-9 
. . . (I- 1)P2). 
that there exist complex numbers 
From the action of b, (see Theorem 0.7) we conclude that a(1 =0 for 
i=l,..., k - 1. So the only vectors involved are in the system of type III” 
spanned by ((x x r 1, 2,...,x,-,);(y,,y,,...,y~)). 
0.7 we get that 
From the formula in fieorem 
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Again by Theorem 0.7 we may assume that xi = [“-’ = yi (i = 1,. . . , k - l), and 
yk =gk-’ with < the indeterminate in @[[I. The fact that H(XSY)(Z~=l 
&-l)e=m means that 8 is a zero of f(~)=Z:~~/?,[’ of order m, i.e., 
f(Q) =f(‘)(Q = . . . = f(“- ‘)( 0) = 0, where f(“) denotes the nth derivative of 
the polynomial f, So &,&, . . . , /$ satisfy the given linear system of homoge- 
neous equations. n 
REMARK 3.2. In place of &, &, . . . , /3l we could have had pi,, pi,+ 1, . . . ,& 
where 1 (i, < k and 2 < 1 <k. The corresponding poly~~omkd is 2:18 
i,+f-1 
Pi,,+& + The &,‘s still satisfy a system of equations with I- i, replacing 
I-1, and m<Z-i,+l=the number of &,‘s. 
LEMMA 3.3. With notation U.S in Lemma 3.1, suppose H(X*Y)(X~=I piyi)e, 
=m,, s=l,..., n. Then PI,& ,..., Jll satisfy a system of linear homogeneous 
equations with coefficient matrix 
As as in Lemma 3.1 with e, in place of 8. Also 2;=lm, ~1. 
Proof. Exactly as that of Lemma 3.1. The inequality follows because the 
number of zeros of a polynomial counting multiplicities is less than the 
degree of the polynomial plus 1. 
Since (X, Y) = tc (x, rJ0, y) for any nonzero y in Y, we can choose n in the 
last lemma such that 
i HLx*')( f: &yi) 
s=l i=l 0, 
= $l m, = k - 1 
provided not all &, pa,. . . , & are zero and 8’s in (0, co} are allowed (see 
remarks following Theorem 0.7). H 
Now let (X,, Y,) be a system of type IIIk spanned by the usual chain. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that 1 >k. Then fm given complex numbers 
pk+l,pk+2,.-*, /$ there exist other compbxx numbers al, az, . . . , ak such that, 
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for I9 EC, 
for all O#yk in Y,. 
Proof. H (h,‘k)( y& <k if yk #O. By Lemma 3.1, in order that 
H(X~~Y~)(Z~=l~tyt)B = k, <I, the zt’s must satisfy the linear system of homoge- 
neousequationsofLemma3.1.Soifz,+i=Pk+i,i=1,...,Z-k,thenz,,...,z, 
must satisfy a linear system of nonhomogeneous equations with the 
coefficient matrix of Lemma 3.1. The set of equations is consistent by the 
next proposition. Therefore the existence of (pi, (~a,. . . , cr, satisfying the con- 
clusion of the proposition is assured. n 
In order to include 0 = co in the last proposition we must make the 
additional assumption that H(X~3~)(2~;~ &+iyk+i)m > H(x*xyk)( Y~)~. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The rows of the matrix in Lemma 3.3 are linearly 
independent. Hence any rwnhomogerwus linear system of equations with 
such a matrix as the coefficient matrix is consistent. 
Proof. They are the rows of a generalized Vandermonde matrix which 
can be shown to be nonsingular; see [9], for instance. n 
REMARK 3.6. A subsystem of a system of type ni,,II13 of finite rank is 
a direct sum of a finite number of subsystems of type III” for various 
integers m: Let (X, Y) be such a subsystem of rank n < co. By Proposition 
2.7, (X, Y) = (Xi, Y,) i (X,, Y,), where (Xi, Y,) is of type III”. So (X,, Y,) is of 
rank n - 1. The remark now follows by induction. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let (X,Y) be a system of type IT,,,III~, I any 
indexing set. Then if (X0, YO) is a direct summand of (X, Y) of finite rank, 
then its direct complement is of type IIi,,III”+ for some I c 1. 
Proof. Induction on the rank, r, of (X,, Y,). If r = 1, then (X0, Y,) is of 
type 111” by Remark 3.6. In that case, Proposition 3.7 follows from Lemma 
1.4. Assume the proposition for r = n. If (X,,, Y,,) = @yz’=‘,‘(Xi, Y’), where each 
(Xi, Yi) is of type III- (by 3.6), then (X, Y)= @y=i(Xi,Yi)@(X”+‘, Y”+‘)@ 
(U, V) for some subsystem (U, V) of (X, Y). By the induction hypothesis, 
(X 
n+i , Y”+ ‘)@( U, V) is of the required form, and by the rank-l case, ( U, V) 
is of the required form; hence the proposition is proved. n 
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We now have the preliminary results required in the proof of the 
theorem stated at the beginning of this section. First some reductions: 
Proposition 3.7 enables us to reduce to the case in which the subset of W is a 
singleton set; for if we have done such a case, then induction and Proposition 
3.7 give us the result. 
Let (V, W)=&,,(T$ W,), where each (vi, Wi) is of type 111”s. For each 
positive integer n let Z, = {i E I : (vi, Wi) is of type IIIn}, ( V”, W”) = 
niEL,(y, Wi)* N ow (V, W) = IIT=i( V”, W”). By Theorem 0.10, each 
(V”, W”) is a direct sum of subsystems of type III”. So if there exists an 
integer I such that (V”, W”) = 0 for all n > 1, then (V, W) will be a direct sum 
of subsystems of type III”’ for various integers m. In that case, the theorem is 
immediate. We may therefore assume that no such integer I exists. If 
w=(w,,w, ,...) W”...) is in W, wi E W’, then each wi is contained in the 
range space of a finite-dimensional direct summand (Xi, Yi) of (V”, W”) 
because (V”, W”) is pure-projective. So w is in the range space of 
IIz=i(X”, Y”), a direct summand of (V, W). As far as the theorem goes we 
may replace (V, W) by nF=i(X”, Y”), where (X”, Y”) is a finite-dimensional 
direct sum of subsystems of type III”. For simplicity of notation we shall do 
the proof of the theorem in the case where (X”, Y”) is of type III”, and 
indicate at the end how the proof generalizes. After incorporating all these 
modifications our immediate task is to prove that if (V, W) = UF_ i( V,,, W,), 
where each (V,,, W,) is of type III”, then any w in W is contained in the 
range space of a finite-dimensional direct summand of (V, W). 
NOTATION. We may, as usual, assume that (V,,, W,) is spanned by the 
chain ((uln,~an ,..., ~,_i,~), (win,wZn ,..., w,,)), n=2,3,... . For n=l, the 
chain is (0, wiJ. If w = (w,, w,, . . . , w, . . .) E W then for appropriate complex 
numbers pi,,, 
Choose no such that 
H(v~*wd (wnJrn = inf{ H(K~W”)(W,),}~cl. 
I,& P={ E~:H(Va~Ws) (We,)@ ZO}. We have, by Theorem 0.7, 
CH 
BEP 
cvwwJ (wno)B = no - 1. 
(3) 
By Proposition 3.4 and the choice of n, there exist, for all n >n,, numbers 
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a1w a s,,, . . . , CY,,~ such that 
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As in [7, Remark 4.41, this implies the existence of 
from (V,,+ W,,,) to n,>,,(F, W,), with 
for all 0 E P. (4) 
a homomorphism ( p, ZJ) 
where (~,,,p,) is defined in the proof of Lemma 1.4. By [7, Lemma 4.33, if 
V,={u-~(v):oEV,,} and W,={w-v(u)):wEW,,,,}, then (V,,W,) is a 
direct summand of (V, W), of type III”0, with the same direct complement as 
(V,,,, Wn,J, just as in Lemma 1.4. Let 
and 
w’ = (w,,w, Y..., Wn,,-_1,Wn,,W~,,+IrW~,,+2’... )* 
w’ is in the range space of the direct summand of (V, W), 
(V,,W,) i.e. -i- (V”,,_19Wn,,-1) -i- (yowy)~ 
of type III’ $II12$. . . IIIn~~-l@IIIn~~. Here 
w-wwI= 0 
( ,***> 
0 
?I, - spot ,q,+i,q+2,... 9 ) 
where ii?; = zy~ I+wi,,, Since w = (w - w’) + w’, it is enough, in order to 
complete this part of the proof, to show that w - w’ is contained in a direct 
summand of (V, W) of type IIIklC3 * . . @IIIkf, with min{k,, k,, . . .,k} >nw 
Now observe that w - w’ is contained in the range space of a subsystem 
(X, Y) of II,,,J V,, WJ, where (X, Y) =lI,,,o(x,, Y,,) with each (X,, Y,) of 
type IIP. Moreover each (&,, Y,) is spanned by a chain starting at win, i.e., 
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a chain of the form 
By Theorem 0.10, (X,Y) is a direct sum of subsystems of type 
w-w’ is contained in Y ‘, ~. ~. where Y’ is the range space of ., ., 
III”~I. so 
(X1, Yl), 
(X’,Y’)=Z.rS’,,(Xk’, Yk’), and (X”‘,Yk’) is of type III”0 for ah k=l,..., m. 
Using the height formula in the proof of Lemma 1.4 and the remarks at the 
end of Theorem 0.7, we see that each (X k’, Yk’) is spanned by a chain 
starting at y = { wii} i Elk, _lk some subset of N\ { 1,2,. . . , n,}, ignoring the zero 
components of y. For k=l,..., m let iOk be the minimum integer in ]k. From 
Lemma 1.4 we deduce that (X ‘, Y ‘) is contained in a direct summand of 
II ,>,,,( V,, W,,) isomorphic to x$_:El( Vi+, Wiok). Therefore, w-w’ is con- 
tained in the range space of a finite-dimensional direct summand of (V, W). 
By an earlier remark, we draw the same conclusionS for w. 
We conclude the proof of the theorem by showing how to generalize the 
above proof to the case where rank( V,,, W,,) > 1 for some integers, i.e., 
and (V,, W,) is of type III” for ah s = 1,. . . ,m,,. If w E W, the inf of heights 
at cc in (3) is taken over the components of w in W, for alI s = 1,. . . , m, and 
alI n=1,2,... . If w has a component wSf10 in WSonO which has this inf as its 
height at co, the argument proceeds with wSonO as w,,~. Equation (4) is 
obtained for all the (V,, W,) with s = 1,. . . ,m, and n >n,. At the end, we 
augment the direct summands obtained by including 
This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
REMARKS. (1) One could investigate to what extent the last theorem 
holds for direct products of rank-one torsion-free systems, not necessarily 
finite-dimensional We shall not do so here, but refer the reader to [5, Vol. 
II, p. 1671, where the nonsingular case is handled. 
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(2) One might wonder whether a system of type II j,~III~ is always a 
subsystem of one of type ei E ,I119 for a large enough indexing set 1. Using 
the results of [3] one can show that this is not the case. 
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